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Abstract

Layered video is a video-compression technique to encode video data in multiple layers. It typically consists of a base

layer and some additional layers that provide enhanced video quality. The multicasting operation of layered video

consists of many receivers dynamically joining and leaving different multicast sessions of different layers depending on

their network condition. A layered video multicasting system needs to satisfy: (i) bounded end-to-end delay from the

video source to each receiver; (ii) minimum total cost; and (iii) minimum delay jitter between the various video streams

received by each receiver. The problem of computing such data distribution paths is NP-complete. This paper presents a

new heuristic algorithm, called layered video multicast super-tree routing algorithm, with OðRn2Þ time complexity and

OðR2Þ message complexity, where n is the number of nodes in the network and R is the receiver group size. Our in-

vestigation shows that the multicast data paths computed by our algorithm can always satisfy the delay constraint with

reasonably low total cost.
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1. Introduction

Advances in networking and server technologies

have made the provisioning of on-demand video

services to homes a reality [2,8,11,19]. Video-on-
demand (VoD) systems can be divided into two

types––the pure video-on-demand (pure VoD)

system and the near video-on-demand (near VoD)

system. In a pure VoD system, each user is as-

signed its own dedicated unicast channel from the

server. However, a pure VoD system becomes ex-
pensive when a large number of concurrent users

have to be accommodated. When a video is very

popular, using a single multicast channel (i.e., a

multicast stream) to serve many users simul-

taneously offers a more cost-effective solution. A

system providing video services via multicast is a

near VoD system.

In traditional video multicast, a single source
transmits a single video stream to multiple receivers
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via a dedicated transmission network. This scheme

works well in a dedicated video-transmission net-

work where all users can access the network with

the same bandwidth and quality requirement.

However, some video applications may not be able

to use such networks, e.g., some interactive video
applications which are distributed widely, but only

occasionally. Such video applications may use

general data networks. However, the data net-

works� heterogeneity and size make multicast

communication a difficult problem in wide-area

mesh networks. In such networks, different users

can access the network via different bandwidth in-

terfaces. Some users can only access the networks
via low-speed connection while others can use rel-

atively high-bandwidth connections. For example,

ISDN users may access the network at 128 kbps,

digital subscriber line (DSL) users may access

the network at 256 kbps, cable modem users may

access the network at 1 Mbps, and local-area-

network (LAN) users may access the network via

higher-speed connections such as Ethernet, which
provides 10 or 100 Mbps interfaces. If a video is

encoded in a single stream and then is multicast at

some fixed rate without considering the user het-

erogeneity, the VoD system cannot satisfy the dif-

ferent requirements of different users at the same

time. To provide appropriate service to all users,

only the minimum access bandwidth can be used to

encode the video, or multiple video streams with
different quality must be used. Furthermore, a

video stream requires high bandwidth. If all data is

routed in a single stream, some users may not be

able to access the service because they do not have

enough bandwidth along any single data-path al-

though they may have enough bandwidth via

multiple paths with load balancing.

Layered video is the solution to satisfy the user
and network heterogeneity. In layered-video en-

coding/decoding [13,15,18], video data is encoded

into a number of layers that can be sequentially

combined to provide progressive quality refine-

ment of the received video. In case of insufficient

network bandwidth, the network can decide to

drop some higher-layer data for some sets of users,

or some receivers can choose not to receive some
higher-layer data. In these cases, users can still

receive the data of the lower layers, which provide

reduced quality but continuous video. This is

much better than using a single stream in which

nothing is played for a frame if any part of its

data is not delivered correctly. The layered-video

scheme also relieves servers from providing mul-

tiple streams for users of different classes, which
consume too much network bandwidth and router

processing capacity unnecessarily. Therefore, lay-

ered-video multicast is an elegant solution to the

heterogeneity of networks and users. However,

there are some associated overheads. In particular,

a receiver must have additional processing capa-

city for decoding video data since the decoding is

based on multiple layers of video data. Further-
more, it may be also required that the data buffer

size be also increased to ensure that data from

different layers is used to decode synchronously,

since data for different layers may be transmitted

via different paths, resulting in different delays.

An efficient algorithm to construct multicast

data-paths is critical to make the layered-video-

multicast scheme successful. The algorithm should
be able to minimize the total cost of the multicast

data-path, transmit data to all destinations in

bounded delay, and minimize the delay jitter of

different layers at the receivers. We refer to this

problem as the layered-data, bounded-delay, and

minimum-cost problem. As we know, the least-

cost multicast tree is called a Steiner tree [3]. The

problem of finding a Steiner tree is NP-complete
[6]. It is clear that the construction of minimum-

cost, layered-transmission data-paths with delay

constrainst is also a NP-complete problem. In this

investigation, we present a new heuristic algo-

rithm, called the layered-video multicast super-tree

routing (LVMSR) algorithm, for multicasting

layered video. LVMSR is a distributed algorithm

which always satisfies the delay and bandwidth
constraints while trying to reduce the total cost.

Because this problem is NP-complete and because

LVMSR is a heuristic, we remark that data dis-

tribution via our constructed multicast data-path

may have sub-optimal total cost and sub-optimal

delay jitter.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2

summaries the related work. Section 3 describes
our system model and defines the problem. Some

keywords are also defined in this section. Section 4
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describes our LVMSR heuristic algorithm. Section

5 is devoted to an analysis of various interesting

properties of LVMSR. Section 6 presents our

simulation model to evaluate LVMSR and some

illustrative numerical results. Section 7 concludes

the paper.

2. Related work

Multicast communication is a topic of intense

research [5,7,9,14–17,20,21]. The ‘‘Internet Multi-

cast Backbone’’, or MBone, has risen from a

small, research curiosity to a large-scale commu-

nications infrastructure. Layered-video encoding

[13,15,18] and distribution [4,9,10,12,15–17,20] are

attracting more and more attention. Our study

focuses on layered-video distribution over a wide-
area mesh network.

Layered-video multicast has been studied by

some researchers. Maxemchuk [12] studied the

problem of designing multicast networks for video

distribution, and developed a heuristic to solve the

problem. His proposed heuristic was related to and

compared with previous heuristics developed for

the Steiner-tree problem and algorithms to design
minimum-depth and minimum spanning trees.

McCanne et al. [13] developed a receiver-driven

layered-video multicast (RLM) protocol for rate-

adaptive transmissions. In RLM, a source distrib-

utes a hierarchical signal by striping the different

layers across multiple multicast groups, and the

receivers adjust their reception rate by simply

joining and leaving multicast groups. Wang and
Hou [20] designed a multicast routing algorithm

for distributing layered multicast video to hetero-

geneous receivers in networks with rate-based link

schedulers. The multicast tree constructed by their

algorithm fulfills the quality-of-service (QoS) re-

quirements imposed by heterogeneous receivers,

both in terms of bandwidth and delay, and si-

multaneously consumes as little network resources
as possible. The proposed algorithm is decentra-

lized and is adaptive to network and membership

changes.

However, most previous research does not take

the correlation of the multicast sessions of different

layers into consideration. Hence, we investigate a

QoS-based layered-video multicast routing algo-

rithm, which takes into consideration the corre-

lation of multicast data-paths of different layers.

The multicast data-paths constructed by our al-

gorithm attempt to satisfy, if possible, the QoS

requirements, e.g., the delay constraint.

3. Layered-video representation and distribution

Let us denote the number of layers generated by

a layered-video encoder as L. Layer 1 is the base

layer. Any lower l (l6 L) layers combined together

can be used to represent the original video with a

certain quality. The (lþ 1)th (l < L) layer provides

enhancements to the video that is represented by

the lower l layers. The (lþ 1)th layer is valid only

if all the lower l layers are valid. If any data of
layer j (j6 l) is missed, then the (lþ 1)th layer is

also invalid for decoding. In our study, we make

no assumption on how the original video is com-

pressed and encoded; we only assume that the

video is represented in increasingly refined layers.

In practice, the base layer provides basic data for

those users with minimum available bandwidth.

Every additional layer combined with the lower
layers can meet the requirements of an additional

class of users.

3.1. Network model

We model the network by a connected graph

GðV ;EÞ. The node set, V , represents routers

or switches in the network and the data link set,
E, represents the communication links between

nodes. There are three parameters correspond-

ing to each communication link e, e 2 E, as

follows:

• dðeÞ is the delay of link e. It includes the prop-

agation delay, queuing delay, and transmission

delay. In this study, we assume that every link�s
delay is known.

• cðeÞ is the cost of link e. It represents the charge

incurred for using the link, measured in terms of

dollars per megabit ($/Mb), or dollars per unit

bandwidth ($/Mbps).
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• bðeÞ is the available bandwidth on link e. It de-

pends on the current network state and its value

can vary at different times.

In this study, we consider a session with a single
multicast source. Receivers may have different

capacities (i.e., interfaces with different band-

widths); therefore, they may request different lay-

ers of video data. We also assume that the source

maintains separate multicast sessions for different

layers.

3.2. Problem specifications

This study is aimed at solving the QoS-based

multicast routing problem for layered-video dis-

tribution. The problem is specified as follows.

For a given network represented by graph

GðV ;EÞ, its current network state, a video source,

and a set of receivers, 2 select an optimum set of

multicast-routing data-paths to distribute the lay-
ered video, rooted at the source, so that the total

cost for the paths is minimum; at the same time,

satisfy the end-to-end delay bound from the source

to any receiver, minimize delay jitter of received

data from different layers for each receiver, and

satisfy the receiver request on the number of layers

it asks for as much as possible.

The conventional problem to find a minimum-
cost multicast tree (Steiner tree [3]) is NP-com-

plete. Therefore, our problem is also NP-complete

since the Steiner-tree problem is a subset of our

problem. For an NP-complete problem, it is not

guaranteed to find an optimal solution; hence,

heuristic algorithm must be developed to solve the

problem.

3.3. Definitions

To clarify our discussion, we define the follow-

ing keywords:

• A super-tree STðV ;EÞ is a graph constructed by

merging several trees that have the same root.

The trees are merged to form the super-tree ac-

cording to the following rules:

1. The super-tree node set V is the union of the
node sets of all trees. This can be represented

by: V ¼ V1 [ V2 [ � � � [ Vm, where Vi is the

node set of tree i.
2. The super-tree edge set is the union of the

edge sets of all trees, which can be represent

by: E ¼ E1 [ E2 [ � � � [ Em, where Ei is the

edge set of tree i. In this definition, we as-

sume that, in the resulting super-tree, edges
that have the same end nodes are merged

into one edge.

• A weighted super-tree WSTðV ;EÞ is a graph

constructed in the same way as a super-tree ex-

cept that all of the original trees are weighted

trees and the resulting weight for a edge is the

sum of the edge weights from all the trees form-

ing the super-tree.
• A super-ditree SDTðV ;EÞ is a graph con-

structed in the same way as a super-tree except

that all of the original trees used to construct

the super-tree are directed trees and the edges that

have the same end nodes are merged into one

edge only if their directions are the same. A

weighted super-ditree WSDTðV ;EÞ is a graph that

is constructed from a group of weighted directed
trees according to both policies of constructing

super-ditree and weighted super-tree.

• A delay-constrained minimum-cost (DCMC)

path from a tree T to a node v (v 62 T ) is the

least-cost path from any node in tree T to a

node v which has delay less than a delay bound

D from the root s of tree T to node v. We denote

the corresponding path as PðT ; vÞ, the cost for
the path as PCðT ; vÞ, and the delay on it as

PDðT ; vÞ.

Super-tree, super-ditree, weighted super-tree,

and weighted super-ditree are special forms of

graph that have some tree characteristics. 3

2 The receivers here are not actually the end-users. They are

routers which take part in the multicast-routing-data-path

calculation. They can be edge routers which are directly

connected to end-users. Or they can be border-gateway routers

which act as virtual receivers, providing proxy service to end-

users.

3 Note that simply joining multiple trees together may not

form a tree.
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3.4. Problem description

For a layered-video multicast, it is important to

design an efficient multicast super-tree. The multi-

cast super-tree is not exactly a tree because differ-
ent layers of video data can travel through

different paths to a destination. When we examine

a specific layer of video-data routing paths, they

form a tree. However, the routing paths of a set of

streams (a layer of video data forms one stream)

form a super-tree. A multicast super-tree must

satisfy the following requirements:

• Priority transmission: The network gives higher

priority to lower layers and always reserves nec-

essary network resources to transmit data of

lower layers before reserving any resources to

transmit data of higher layers. Furthermore, a

receiver can decide how many layers of data it

would receive according to its own require-

ments or the available bandwidth. When the
available end-to-end bandwidth is low, a higher-

layer stream may not be delivered to some

receivers even though they request it. We also

assume that the network has some mechanisms

(such as RSVP, RSVP-TE) to reserve network

resources for data transmission.

• Minimum total cost: The total cost of the multi-

cast super-tree is calculated as follows:

Routing cost : C ¼
X
e2ST

cðeÞ; ð1Þ

where ST is the multicast super-tree and e is a

data link on the super-tree ST.

• Bounded delay: The delay of a path Pðs; rÞ from
source s to a receiver r (r 2 R, R is the receiver

set) should always satisfy a bounded value D,

i.e.,

8r 2 R;
X
e2Pðs;rÞ

dðeÞ6D: ð2Þ

• Minimum delay jitter: We define the delay jitter

as the sum of different receivers� delay variance,

which can be calculated as follows:

r2
D ¼

XR
r¼1

XLr
l¼1

ðDrl 
 DrÞ2 B2
l

B2
r

; ð3Þ

where Drl is the delay for layer l at receiver r, Br
is the total bandwidth required by receiver r,
Bl is the bandwidth requirement for layer l, and

Dr is the average data delay at receiver r which

is given by

Dr ¼
XLr
l¼1

Drl
Bl
Br

; ð4Þ

where Lr is the actual continuous lower layers
received by receiver r and Mr is the total num-

ber of layers requested by receiver r. 4

• User satisfaction: User satisfaction is measured

by the fraction of the weight of the requested

video layers by users and the weight of the

received video layers. It is given by

S ¼
PR

r¼1

PLr
l¼1 BrPR

r¼1

PMr
l¼1 Br

: ð5Þ

4. Layered-video multicast super-tree routing algo-

rithm

Based on our above discussion, we propose an

algorithm to solve the problem on how to select

the layered-video multicast data-paths for a given

network GðV ;EÞ, the source, and the receivers.

Our algorithm, called LVMSR, is used to compute
a multicast super-tree, which can deliver as many

layers of video data as possible to satisfy each re-

ceiver�s QoS requirements. The data is distributed

with minimum cost while simultaneously satisfying

the bounded delay and bounded delay jitter re-

quirements as constraints.

The LVMSR problem is an optimal routing-

with-delay-constraint problem. The cost require-
ment often conflicts with the delay requirement. As

a result, the super-tree with the minimum cost may

have longer delays for some paths, whereas a

minimum-delay super-tree may incur higher cost.

A tradeoff must be reached to satisfy the specific

requirements. Our algorithm is a heuristic which

4 Mr can be less than L because some users may choose to

subscribe to only several lower layers which they believe are

important.
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adopts some concepts of the Steiner-tree algorithm.

While the Steiner-tree algorithm is used only to

compute a multicast tree, our algorithm constructs

a multicast super-tree which delivers more than one

layer of data to the destinations. Furthermore, the

construction of the multicast tree of different layers
cannot be made independently because there are

correlations between different layers.

In the following discussion, we assume that each

node in the network has the information necessary

to construct the constraint-based lowest-cost path

from itself to any other node in the network.

LVMSR is a source-based distributed routing al-

gorithm. The basic idea of LVMSR is that it first
constructs the delay-constrained minimum-cost

multicast tree for the base layer (layer 1), denoted

as T1. In layered-video multicast, all receivers which

request for the same video in a multicast session

should subscribe to at least the base layer; hence,

this multicast tree includes the source node and all

the receivers. Computing such a tree is the standard

conditional Steiner-tree problem and there exist
efficient heuristics to solve this problem [5,14].

After the multicast tree of the base layer is

constructed, the algorithm then constructs the

multicast tree for the second layer. The multicast

trees for layer 3, layer 4, . . ., and layer L are con-

structed in sequence. The two major components

of this algorithm are how to construct a single-

layer, delay-constrained, minimum-cost multicast
tree, and how to take the correlation requirement

of different layers into consideration in deciding on

the multicast trees of different layers, i.e., how to

take the lower-layer multicast trees into consider-

ation when constructing a higher-layer multicast

tree. If the multicast trees for different layers are

constructed independently, the delay jitter for

different layers might be high, which may incur
coordination difficulty and additional resource

requirements.

The key steps of the heuristic algorithm are

described below.

4.1. The LVMSR algorithm

• Step 1: Initialize the multicast super-tree ST
which only includes the source node S. Set the

current layer l ¼ 1, which is the base layer.

• Step 2: Mark the tree rooted at source node

from the current ST in which each link in the

tree has enough bandwidth to transmit layer-l
data. If there is more than one path from the

source to any node in ST, the lowest-cost path
is selected. This is the initial multicast tree Tl
for layer-l. Mark the delay for each node in

the initial Tl. The source node then sends the in-

formation on the initial multicast tree Tl to all

the receivers which are not on the tree.

• Step 3: Every layer-l�s receiver which is not on

tree Tl calculates its delay-constrained, lowest-

cost path from tree Tl to itself separately and
sends this information to the source. The

delay-constrained, lowest-cost path is calcu-

lated in a simple manner. A receiver calculates

the lowest-cost path and the minimum-delay

path from every node in tree Tl to itself. Then,

every receiver selects the lowest-cost path under

the delay constraint from all the paths calcu-

lated by the above two methods. 5 If no con-
strained lowest-cost path exists, the receiver

will notify the source and unsubscribe to the

video session for the current layer and for all

higher layers.

• Step 4: The source selects the layer-l receiver

which has the minimum-cost path under the

delay constraint to tree Tl, and adds the receiver

and its corresponding delay-constrained lowest-
cost path to Tl. If any node in the selected delay-

constrained lowest-cost path is already in tree

Tl, 6 the node�s parent is changed to the new

parent in the newly selected, delay-constrained

lowest-cost path. The delay information for ev-

ery node in the tree is then updated.

• Step 5: If all the receivers for layer l are not in

the tree, go back to Step 3. Otherwise, Tl is con-
structed successfully. Prune all the edges and

nodes that are not leading to any layer-l receiver

5 This is sub-optimal in finding the constrainted lowest-cost

path. We can improve the algorithm by selecting several

shortest-delay or minimum-cost paths [1], but our algorithm

only uses a single shortest path for either minimum cost or

delay. This algorithm guarantees that the delay constraint is

always satisfied, if possible.
6 This implies that there is a better path selected for that

node previously if the new receiver is not considered.
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and the resulting tree is the multicast tree Tl for

layer l.
• Step 6: Merge Tl with old ST, which results in

the new super-tree ST.

• Step 7: If l < L, then l ¼ lþ 1 and go to Step 2;

else ST is the required multicast super-tree.

Stop.

4.2. Illustrative examples

We use the network shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate

our algorithm by constructing a two-layer multi-
cast super-tree. We assume that the required delay

constraint D from the source to any destination

should always be satisfied, with D6 6 in this

illustration. In Fig. 1, every link is marked with

three parameters ðx; y; zÞ, which represent cost, de-

lay, and available bandwidth of the link, respec-

tively. In this example, for simplicity of exposition,

we assume that the links are symmetric.
The algorithm first constructs the layer-1 mul-

ticast tree. It starts with an initial multicast tree T1

which only includes the source node S. Every re-

ceiver calculates its DCMC path from tree T1 to

itself and sends this information to the source.

This step is shown in Fig. 1, where the dashed lines

represent data links. Each receiver which is not in

the multicast tree is marked with three parameters:

cost, delay, and fork-node 7 of the DCMC path

from the tree to itself. For example, R1ð1; 2; SÞ
means that there exists a DCMC path from tree T1

to receiver R1 at fork-node S. The cost of this path

is PCðT1;R1Þ ¼ 1 and the delay from source S to

receiver R1 is PCðT1;R1Þ ¼ 2.

After the source receives the information on the

DCMC paths from all the receivers, it selects the

receiver R1 which has the minimum cost among all

receivers� DCMC paths from the current multicast

tree T1, and its corresponding DCMC path is ad-
ded into the multicast tree T1. Then, the source

sends its new multicast-tree information to all re-

ceivers which are not in the current multicast tree

T1. These receivers then update their DCMC paths

after receiving the new multicast tree accordingly,

4,8,1

4,3,2

1,2,2

3,1,1

1,2,1

1,1,1

2,3,2

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6
R1(1,2,S)

S

R3 (6,6,s)

R2 (3,5,S)

R6(4,2,S)

R5 (5,5,S)

R4 (7,6,S)

5,2,2

4,3,2
3,3,1

2,1,2

1,2,1

1,1,1

4,1,1

4,2,1

 2,1,1

3,1,1

1,2,1

3,2,1

3,2,2

Fig. 1. Example network for LVMSR illustration: S ¼ source; Rj ¼ destinations. Note that the original multicast tree for layer 1

shown here only includes the source node S.

7 A fork-node is the connection node that is the beginning

node for a newly selected receiver�s DCMC path. It is on the

original multicast tree Tl.
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and send the updated paths� information to the

source. Fig. 2 shows the network state after R1 is

selected, its DCMC path is included in the tree,

and all other receivers finish updating their paths.

Fig. 2 shows that R2�s DCMC path�s fork-node is

changed from S to R1. And the cost from the
current multicast tree to R2 is 2.

Following the same procedure, R2, R6, R5, and

R4 are selected into tree T1, one by one in each

subsequent step. Fig. 3 shows the network state

after R2, R6, R5, and R4 are included in the multi-

cast tree. In each step, the source always selects

the receiver which has a path with the minimum

cost under the delay constraint to the current
multicast tree and includes its corresponding path

in the multicast tree T1. The DCMC paths of those

receivers which are not on the multicast tree are

updated accordingly after the new path is added to

the multicast tree.

Fig. 4 shows the result after receiver R3 is added

into the multicast tree T1. We notice that R2 is

originally connected to V 2, but if R3 follows the
data-path via R2�s data-path, then the delay from

the source to R3 is 7, which is greater than the

required delay bound D ¼ 6. Therefore, R3�s path

is S–R2–R3. R2 has already been included in the

multicast tree T1 before; hence, its data-path needs

to be rerouted. Its parent node is changed from V 2

to S. The data link V 2–R2 is no longer useful and

thus is excluded from the multicast tree.

After the algorithm successfully adds R3, now
all receivers are in the multicast tree T1. Note that

this algorithm may encounter rerouting situations

while setting up the multicast tree (as illustrated in

the previous paragraph); as a result, some of the

data links and nodes in the multicast tree may not

belong to any of the receivers� data-path at all. For

example, in Fig. 4, node V 2 and link R1–V 2 are

not on any receivers� data-path now. In order to
reduce unnecessary resource consumption, such

nodes and links should be pruned from the multi-

cast tree. Fig. 5 shows the resulting multicast tree

T1 (drawn in thick lines) for layer-1 after pruning,

with node V 2 and link R1–V 2 eliminated. All

leaves of T1 are now layer-1 receivers. And the

tree�s root is the source node S.

Upon the completion of T1, the algorithm begins
to construct the layer-2 multicast tree T2. The al-

gorithm first identifies the initial multicast tree for

layer-2. The initial layer-2 multicast tree is the sub-
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Fig. 2. Layer-1 multicast tree after R1 is selected.
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tree of layer-1 multicast tree rooted at the source S
and including all data-paths which have enough

bandwidth to deliver the layer-2 data from the

source. Fig. 6 shows the initial multicast tree
for layer-2. Some of the data links and nodes of

T1 are not in the initial layer-2 tree because the
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Fig. 3. Layer-1 multicast tree after R1, R2, R6, R5, and R4 are selected.
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Fig. 4. Layer-1 multicast tree after R3 is selected.
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corresponding data-paths from the source do not
have enough bandwidth to deliver layer-2 data.

Also note that a leaf of the initial multicast tree is

not necessarily a layer-2 receiver. It can be a pure
router at this step. Fig. 6 shows that the receivers

R1;R2; and R3 are now already in the tree, and
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Fig. 6. Initial layer-2 multicast tree.
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Fig. 5. Layer-1 multicast tree after pruning.
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we do not need to perform any calculation for

them.

Using a similar procedure as for the construc-

tion of the layer-1 multicast tree, node R6 is found

to have the minimum cost among all DCMC paths

from the layer-2 multicast tree to layer-2 receivers

not on the tree. Hence, this path is added to the

multicast tree, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Layer-2 multicast tree after R6 is added.
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Fig. 8 shows the layer-2 multicast tree after

adding receivers R4 and R5 in sequence. At this

time, all layer-2 receivers are on the multicast tree.

The algorithm then prunes those nodes and data

links that are not on any receivers� data-path.

In this example, no such node or link exists, so
the resulting tree after pruning is the same as in

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the multicast super-tree for both

layer 1 and layer 2. The thick lines are data links

for both layer 1 and layer 2; the thin lines and

dotted lines are data links for layer 1 and layer 2

only, respectively. If we closely examine the entire

graph, we find that the data-paths to deliver both
layers is not a tree, but it is a super-tree. We also

note an important advantage of layered-video

distribution by studying this example: the band-

width of data-paths to receiver R5 is less than the

total bandwidth necessary to distribute both layers

at the same time. If the video data is encoded in a

single stream, R5 cannot receive the video at all

because no data-path of sufficient bandwidth is
available. However, after using the layered-en-

coding scheme and our LVMSR algorithm, the

data can now be distributed to receiver R5 suc-

cessfully by using different paths to deliver differ-

ent layers.

5. LVMSR properties

5.1. Dynamic member management in LVMSR

The LVMSR algorithm is well suited for dy-

namic member management. It allows easy addi-

tion or deletion of receivers at any time. To add a

receiver, the new receiver requests the source to
send the current multicast super-tree information.

The receiver then calculates the DCMC paths for

every layer from the super-tree to itself, starting

from base layer. Then, the receiver sends the path

information to the source. The source includes the

newly selected data-paths and the receiver in the

super-tree. Deleting a receiver from the multicast

session can be done by excluding all paths which
are used by the receiver exclusively.
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Fig. 9. Multicast super-tree for both layers.
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5.2. Properties

The LVMSR algorithm has the following prop-

erties:

Property 1. A node i in a newly selected data-path

is originally in the current-layer multicast tree if

and only if the delay from the source to node i
along the newly selected data-path is less than the

delay along the old data-path; and using this node

as a fork-node for the currently selected receiver

violates the delay constraint.

Proof. Suppose the delay for the node in the newly

selected data-path is greater than the previous one.

Then, the algorithm will select this node as the

fork-node for the selected receiver with smaller

cost and lower delay. This contradicts the algo-

rithm. Hence, it is impossible that the newly se-

lected path could be selected. �

Property 2. The multicast tree for any layer is a

tree. There is only one data path, if it exists, from

the source to any receiver in the tree.

Proof. At each step, a receiver and its corres-

ponding delay-constrained data-path are added

to the current multicast tree. Any data link that

originally connected to a node (except the fork-
node) on the newly selected path as well as on the

previous multicast tree is discarded. This guaran-

tees that there are no multiple data-paths for any

node in the tree. �

Property 3. The multicast super-tree, if it exists,

can always satisfy the delay constraint.

Proof. When the algorithm calculates the DCMC

path from the current tree to a receiver, it calculates

both lowest-cost paths and minimum-delay paths

for it. If the receiver is selected, then only the path

that satisfies the delay constraint can be selected. 8

Therefore, the data-path for every receiver in every

layer can satisfy the delay constraint, if it exists.

This proves that the super-tree, if it exists, can al-

ways satisfy the delay constraint. �

Property 4. The multicast super-tree constructed

by LVMSR is a weighted super-ditree.

Proof. Every data link is from a node near the

source to a node near the receivers, and every data

link is weighted by cost and delay. Therefore, the

super-tree is a weighted super-ditree. �

5.3. Complexity of LVMSR

Our heuristic algorithm is a fully distributed

algorithm. It is up to receivers to decide on the
delay-constrained, lowest-cost path from a current

multicast tree to itself. The source is only respon-

sible for deciding which receiver and the corres-

ponding delay-constrained, minimum-cost path

to be included in the multicast tree, based on

the information sent to it by the receivers. The

source is also responsible for sending the updated

multicast-tree information to those unselected
receivers.

Let n be the total number of nodes in the net-

work, and R be the number of receivers in the

multicast group. For every layer�s multicast-tree

construction, the source retrieves the initial multi-

cast-tree information and sends it to all receivers.

This operation takes one message and OðnÞ time,

where n is the number of nodes. Every receiver v
which is not on the multicast tree calculates its

constrained lowest-cost path PðT ; vÞ from the

current tree T to itself separately. If P ðT ; vÞ is

calculated using an efficient shortest-path algo-

rithm, e.g., Dijkstra�s algorithm, the time com-

plexity of this step is Oðn2Þ. Then, every receiver

sends the P ðT ; vÞ information to the source so that

the source can decide which receiver it will select
in the next step. Suppose k receivers, 0 < k6Nl (Nl
is the total number of receivers requesting layer-l
data), are not in the multicast tree; then, k mes-

sages will be sent to the source in this step. After

receiving the feedback messages, the source selects

the receiver which has the minimum path cost

PCðT ; vÞ and then includes this receiver into the

8 If the minimum-cost path is not chosen because it violates

the delay constraint, the minimum-delay path is considered

instead. If the delay along the minimum-delay path is greater

than the delay constraint, then no path is available to satisfy the

delay requirement.
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tree. The complexity of selection is OðkÞ. This

procedure continues until all receivers are in the

multicast tree. Then, the algorithm prunes the

multicast tree, which takes OðnÞ time, and the re-

sult is the current-layer multicast tree. Therefore,

the total time to construct one layer of the multi-
cast tree is

OðT Þ ¼ O n

 
þ Nln2 þ

XNl
k¼1

k

!
¼ OðNln2Þ: ð6Þ

The total number of messages needed to con-

struct the layer-l multicast tree is NlðNl 
 1Þ=2. So,

the complexity for constructing the L layers of the

video multicast super-tree is

OðT Þ ¼
XL
l¼1

OðNln2Þ: ð7Þ

The number of messages needed is
PL

l¼1 ðNl�
ðNl 
 1Þ=2Þ. In an actual system, L is expected to

be a small positive integer, so the time complexity

of this algorithm is OðRn2Þ and the message com-

plexity is OðR2Þ, where R is the number of receiv-

ers.

The above analysis does not take into consid-

eration the propagation delay of signals on the
data links. The total propagation time will be OðRÞ
RTTs, which is the maximum round-trip time

from any receiver to the source. This is because

there are R iterations to construct one layer of the

multicast tree, and every iteration will take one

RTT at most if the intermediate nodes� processing

time is negligibly small relative to the RTT.

5.4. Scalability

The LVMSR scheme relies on the source to in-

teract with the receivers to select the multicast

data-paths. The interactions might cause some

scalability concern. However, as stated before, the

receivers in other autonomous systems rely on

their border gateways to act as proxy sources.
Therefore, the actual multicast super-tree calcu-

lation is limited to intra-domain routing. For

inter-domain routing, the scheme must still rely on

an inter-domain routing protocol, e.g., the Border-

Gateway Protocol (BGP). Therefore, LVMSR�s
scalability is not expected to be a problem.

6. Illustrative numerical results

To illustrate some additional performance char-

acteristics of LVMSR, we run the following

simulation experiment. We generate a random
network topology with 400 nodes and randomly

select N ðN 6 100Þ receivers. The network gene-

ration is based on the idea of hierarchical nodes

and random links [21]. A network is first divided

into 10 � 10 grids, and 20% of the grids are ran-

domly selected as high-density areas and the other

80% are selected as lower density areas. The net-

work plan is divided into four equal-sized wide
areas and a center router is placed in the middle of

each area. The wide-area center routers are fully

connected, and they represent the backbone net-

work. For every dense area (one grid) or every

four sparse grid (2 � 2), an area-center router is

placed in its center. These are second-layer routers

inside the network, acting as metro-area center rou-

ters. A data link is placed between any area center
router and its wide-area center router. Also, any

two area-center routers may be connected. A link

between two area center routers is added by using

the following probability density function pl [5,21]:

pl ¼ k expð
dðu; vÞ=qDÞ; ð8Þ

where dðu; vÞ is the distance between u and v; D is
the maximum distance between any two nodes that

may be connected by a link; k is used to control the

data link densities (a larger value of k results in

higher link densities); and q is used to control the

density of short data links relative to long data

links (a smaller value of q results in more short

data links). In our simulation experiments, we set

k ¼ 10:0, q ¼ 0:1, and D ¼ 25
ffiffiffi
2

p
, which is the

longest distance from a node to its wide-area

center router.

After placing all layer-2 nodes and the corres-

ponding links, layer-3 routers and links are gene-

rated. A layer-3 router is placed randomly in a

grid according to the placement probability. When

a router is placed into a grid, it randomly selects a

position which is not occupied by any router inside
the grid. After all nodes are placed in the plane, a

data link is added between a layer-3 router and its

area center router (layer-2 router). A link between

layer-3 routers may also exist. The probability of a
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link existing between any two layer-3 nodes fol-

lows the same probability function pl given in Eq.

(8), but with parameters k ¼ 0:7, q ¼ 0:2, and

D ¼ 20.

The network topology generated for our experi-

ments using the above method has 400 routers and
1182 links. The average nodal degree in this net-

work is about 3, which is a good approximation

for networks in the real world. Fig. 10 shows a

network topology that is generated by our simu-

lation. In this network, no duplicate links exist

between any two nodes.

The cost of a data link between any two routers

is a random number cðeÞ, where cðeÞ 2 Uð50; 70Þ
for two layer-1 nodes (wide-area center node);

cðeÞ 2 Uð10; 30Þ for two layer-2 nodes (area center

routers) or between a layer-1 node and a layer-2

node; and cðeÞ 2 Uð1; 11Þ for any two layer-3

routers or a layer-3 and a layer-2 router. The delay

of any data link is assumed to be the length of the

data link. The average cost and delay for all data

links in this network turns out to be 7.2453 and
7.5540, respectively. We assume that the total

bandwidth of a data link is 100 Mbps between any

two wide-area centers, and 10 Mbps for all other

data links. At any time, a link�s available band-

width is a random number less than its total

bandwidth. The available bandwidth for a data

link in different directions can be different.
For illustration purposes, let us assume a lay-

ered video application with two layers. The

bandwidth requirement for each layer is 1 Mbps.

Assume also that the system has some mechanism

to reserve resources when setting up data-distri-

bution paths and the available bandwidth will

not change while setting up the data-paths. The

LVMSR algorithm successfully constructs a multi-
cast super-tree. Fig. 11 shows the multicast tree for

the first layer. There are 50 receivers in this tree.

The delay constraint is D ¼ 110 ms in this experi-

ment.

Fig. 12 shows the multicast tree for the second

layer. Among the 50 receivers, half of them are

randomly selected as receivers requesting data for

both layers. We note that most of the nodes and
links in Fig. 12 are the nodes and links in Fig. 11
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network topology: 400 nodes

Fig. 10. Network topology in our simulation experiment.
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Fig. 12. Multicast tree for the second layer.
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Fig. 11. Multicast tree for the first layer.
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also. The multicast trees have some long links

because these links have smaller cost than the

unselected ones. We also wish to point out that

some links overlap because more than two nodes

may be in a line in a graph. Thus, some nodes seem

to be connected together even though they are not.
It was already proved in Section 5 that the multi-

cast path for every layer is a tree. All leaves in a

layer�s tree are receivers; however, a receiver is not

necessarily a leaf in the multicast tree. It could be a

routing node and a receiver at the same time.

The multicast paths to deliver all of the data

form a multicast super-tree, as shown in Fig. 13,

which clearly shows that it is no longer a tree
structure. Some receivers may have different data-

paths for different layers of data.

Using the above network model, we studied the

relationship between the total cost and the delay

bound D. In this study, we randomly select 50

nodes with half of them requesting both layers.

The bandwidth requirements of each layer is 1

Mbps. Fig. 14, which plots the cost vs. the delay
bound D shows that, when the delay constraint is

tight, it costs more to deliver the data. The total

cost reduces fast and then becomes relatively flat

when the delay bound increases. The total cost

changes little when the delay bound is large, be-

cause it is no longer an actual constraining factor

in constructing the multicasting tree, i.e., the re-
sulting multicast tree for every layer is equivalent

to the minimum-cost multicast tree.

We have also studied the average cost per layer

per receiver for our algorithm. In this experiment,

about half of the receivers in every test requests

both layers. The group size is changed from 10 to

100. Fig. 15 plots the average cost rate per layer

per receiver vs. group size. The three lines corres-
pond to average cost ($/Mb) per receiver for layer

1, layer 2, and both layers, respectively. Fig. 15

shows that, when the group size is small, the av-

erage cost is high. This is because every receiver

has a longer data-path from the source as the

number of links per receivers is large. When the

group size increases, the average cost initially de-

creases very fast and then it is relatively flat. The
average cost rate per receiver is the smallest for
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Fig. 13. Multicast super-tree for both layers.
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layer-1 data and the largest for layer-2 data be-

cause our algorithm gives higher priority for the

layer-1 multicast-tree construction. We also note

that, even though the average cost rate per link is

$7.25/Mb in our network topology and the ave-

rage number of links per receiver is much larger

than one because there are some routing nodes in a

multicast super-tree, the average cost rate per re-
ceiver for a large group size is only about 6.5, 7.7,

10.0 ($/Mb per receiver) for layer 1, layer 2, and

both layers, respectively. The average cost rate per

receiver for layer 1 is less than the average of a

link�s cost rate (7.25), and the average cost rate per

receiver per layer is only a little larger than the

average cost rate per link. This confirms that

LVMSR is an effective algorithm in finding the
minimum-cost, delay-constrained multicast super-

tree.

We also compare the performance of layered-

video muticast by using LVMSR vs. using a single-

stream multicast. Fig. 16 compares the total cost

of multicast data-path vs. delay bound for our

LVMSR scheme as well as the single-stream

multicast scheme for the same network as earlier

(Fig. 10). For this study, we randomly select 100

nodes as receivers. The results indicate that the

overall trends for the single-stream multicast and

LVMSR are similar, with the total cost decrease

being gradual in the beginning, and then becoming

flat when the delay bound is larger, which implies

that the delay bound is no longer an actual con-

straint for selecting the multicast tree. Overall, our
LVMSR scheme�s total cost is found to be about

5–10% lower than that of the single-stream multi-

cast scheme.

7. Conclusion

We presented a new distributed algorithm,
called LVMSR, with OðRn2Þ time complexity and

OðR2Þ message complexity to construct layered-

video multicast data-paths. The multicast data-

paths form a multicast super-tree. The super-tree

constructed by our algorithm can always satisfy

the delay constraint while providing small delay

jitter and low cost. By using our LVMSR algo-

rithm, data from different layers may be routed via
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different paths in case of insufficient bandwidth,

which can improve the QoS of the received video.

Results from our simulation experiments show

that the algorithm performs well in wide-area

mesh networks.
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